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SUMMARY 

The Nuclear Research Center at Saclay has developed the 
system of computer programs CASTEM for the analysis of mechani
cal structures of reactors. 

This finite elements system is designed specially to deal 
with non linear problems concerning both the material (plasti
city, thermoplasticity, creep) cuid the geometry (non-linear re
lationships between displacement and strain, buckling). Further' 
more, a special effort has been devoted to the processing of 
dynamic problems (vibrations, natural modes, earthquakes, shock 
phenomena, etc...). 

The CASTEM system includes a large number of elementary 
modules corresponding to a total of over 80,000 Fortran ins
tructions. Allowing the calculation of various structural geo
metries, including : 

- Axisymmetrical shells and liquids (with non axisymme
trical loading), 

- Pipes and frames, 
- Two-dimensional massive structures, 
- Tridimensional shells, 
- Three dimensional massive structures, 
Complex dynamic analysis can be made by combination of 
substructures natural mode shapes. 

Pre and post processors : automatic meshing, plotting of 
results, direct comparison of stresses to ASME limits make the 
use of the system easy and time saving. 



I. INTRODUCTION 
The Nuclear Research Center at Saclay has developed a 

complete system of computer programs for the analysis of me
chanical structures of reactors. 

This system exploits the method of finite elements, but 
is designed specially to deal with non-linear problems concer
ning both the material (plasticity, thermoplasticity, creep) 
and the geometry (non-linear relationships between displace
ment and strain, buckling). Furthermore, a special effort has 
been devoted to the processing of dynamic problems (vibrations, 
natural modes, earthquakes, shock phenomena, etc.) 

The CEASEMT system is widely employed for analysing re
actor structures. In this respect, note that French regulations 
governing pressure vessels for light water power plants CO» 
£2] frequently lead to the performance of analyses of struc
tures in the plastic strain region. 
II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The CEASEMT system includes a large number of elementary 
modules corresponding to a total of over 80,000 Fortran ins
tructions. For the convenience of the user, it is organized in 
parts (frequently termed "programs") each one covered by a 
special user's manual. 
COCO is a preprocessor designed for automatic meshing of the 
structures investigated C 33* It can mesh both two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional structures. It contains many special 
modules for shapes which frequently occur. Figure 1 provides a 
sample mesh realized by COCO. 

AftUAMODE a group of modules concerning shells of revolutionCO 
subjected to non-axisymmetrical loading (Fourrier series de
velopment) . It is specially designed for vibration.studies and 
it includes elements for interaction between fluids and shells. 
PASTEL designed to process two-dimensional cases £5] (plane 
strain or stress, axisymmetrical cases). It includes solid and 
shell components. It considers plastic behavior (isotropic or 
kinematic strain hardening) and creep behavior of materials. 
It enables examination of the dynamic behavior of structures. 
INCA is the new program including the possibilités of AQUAMODE 
and PASTEL. The Library of Element is reacher (isoparametric 
elements, material anisotropy, uncompressible material). All 
the elements are running in plasticity, in geometrically non 
linear problems, in static and dynamic field. Interaction bet* 
ween solid and liquid is a main point of INCA. 



TMCO designed to investigate static and dynamic linear and 
non-linear behavior (plasticity, creep, large displacements, 
•lastic or plastic buckling) of thin shells of any shape [6J. 
BILBO designed to investigate three-dimensional structures, 
massive and thin (use of modules corresponding to TRICO) £7]. 
The standard element of massive three-dimensional structures 
is the 20-ncde isoparametric element completed by supplemen
tary elements. For elastic and elastoplastic materials. The 
Investigation of static and dynamic phenomena. 
TRISTANA for the examination of dynamic behavior by the process 
of superstructures £ 0 * 
TEPEL specially designed for analysing piping and structural 
frameworks £9J, both static and dynamic behavior and non-li
near behavior (plasticity, creep, large displacements, buckling) 
PLEXUS designed for shock phenomena, large displacements and 
strains in two-dimensional cases (explicit method). 
ESPACE - TEMPS - VISU group of postprocessors for the presen-
tation of results L l 0J- Enables the plotting of variations in 
parameters as a function of time, and the preparation of iso-
stress and isostrain curves. Also features a direct display 
module on console*. 
H I . SPECIAL POINTS 

It is not the purpose of this paper to describe the me
thods and algorithms employed in the system. Some of these 
have, moreover, been covered by previous publications Cll] * 
£123. Nevertheless, since the behavior of structures at high 
temperature is not elastic, the value of the results is highly 
dependent on the methods employed. Hence some indications con
cerning some of them appear necessary. These are restricted to 
methods for determination of non-elastic strains. . 
Integral iteration method 

The availability of an accurate, stable algorithm for 
strain calculations is indispensible. 

Obviously, during a load increase A F, the equilibrium 
equations must be satisfied. These equations relate the in
crease in movement A X at A F and the increase in plastic 
•train from Ac p at any point. They can only be resolved by 
iterations (so-called external iterations), in other words, 
the n value of the variation in movement A X is calculated 
from the previous value of AeP, determined by the (n-1) value 
of A X. 

• User's manuals may be obtained from DEI1T/CEN Saclay/BP 2/ 
91190 GIF/YVETTE/FRANCE. 



Hence one must be able to calculate the plastic strain 
Ac p at any point when the movement à X at any point is known. 
The plasticity Models eaployed are incrémental, in other words, 
only the differential d c p can be known, and not the finite va
riation Ac*. In general, the procedures employed to calculate 
Ac* are rough and lead to instabilities and inaccuracies. 

In the present system, where the plasticity surface 
p (o) m a* is of the Von Mises type, the law of normality is 
respected throughout the integration, namely, 

d eP . «4 d c* - A S. d t* 

(A - numeric matrix corresponding to a law of the Prandtl-Reuss 
type). 
Since 

d e p - d c (total) - d e (elastic) - BdX - D* 1 do (D elasti
city matrix), in order to calculate one is led to integrate 

D" 1 d a - BdX • A -2- d c* 
a 

which is analytically integrated and gives Ac as a function of 
the strain hardening parameter Ae*, for values of AX (and ini
tial a). Respect of the plasticity surface F (o) * o* gives an 
equation determining Ae* (resolved by internal iterations) 
from which Ae p is deduced. 

This method of calculating the plastic strain increment 
as a function of the movement increment completely respects 
the laws of incremental plasticity. It is accurate•and stable. 
Use In bilinear kinematic strain hardening 

In this case the equation of surface plasticity is 
P(cr - <* ) • a*. The Ziegler model determines the variation in 
<*£ By relations such as i 

a « A » a n (o i - <* A). 
For a law of the Von Mises type we have t 
hé e* 

d v • „% where h is the slope of the characteristic plas-

° ticity line. 

The above equation 



D* 1 d a « BdX • A -^ d e 
. e . 

thus becomes T>~ d a - BdX + -^ ( o-o ) dc* 
o 

transformed by the variable change y> « Oj - o. 
into 

D^dy 

which is identical in form to the previous one, making it pos
sible to apply the same algorithm, but using y instead of o. 
Other strain hardening models 

While the isotropic hardening model is employed during 
mototonic loadings, it is not suitable in other cases. For the 
latter, bilinear kinematic strain hardening can be employed as 
a first approximation. Unfortunately, this approximation can
not always be considered as conservative, since it leads to a 
considerable overestimate of the elastic strain region. This 
applies particularly to verifications of the absence of rat
cheting. 

Here it is advisable to use less rudimentary models. At 
present, a multilayer model is used which enables a better re
presentation of the cyclic behavior of the material. 

Examples of Ose 
This discussion will be restricted to a few example». It 

is possible to find others in previous publications C 1 3 D ' -^O* 

*> 



!SlLîBSS£_£2S£s£55SSî ~ Figure 2. 
Computation performed with TRICO on 1/8 of the structure 

(symmetrical conditions). Loading due to internal pressuriza-
tion. The problem contains 10,000 unknowns. Taking account of 
strain hardening, determinations were made of movements and 
plastic strains in the structure due to dynamic loading. 
Ratcheting in. a,pressure vesselTshell - Figure 3. 

The vessel shell is subjected to a constant axial load 
due to the weight of sodium and components supported. Moreover, 
its temperature differs widely, according to whether it is in 
contact with the sodium or with the blanket gas. When the so
dium level varies, the temperature distribution is modified, 
and in certain circumstances incremental elongation due to the 
weight can occur. The figure illustrates the calculation re
sults and gives the axial and circumferential elongation du
ring cyclic level variations. 

5Sf2£M£i2D_2f_§HEB2E$-.ElS£§_3DiLYE52El_§aiiQ2_§D_2S£ia§D£ 
The structure of revolution is subjected to an internal 

pressure pulse varying rapidly with time. Hence the behavior 
is plastic dyramie (material used stainless steel 316). The 
stability of tne structure was verified, as well as the va
riations in deformation with the passage of time. 

Figure 4 shows the deformation obtained 32 milliseconds 
after the start of the phenomenon. 

§2£*1£D9 
The thin structures employed may be subjected to buckling 

phenomena. This leads to the analysis of a number jf structu
res. 

As an example of general application, one can mention 
the buckling of ellipsoids of revolution £l5J o z which the 
essential results are shown in figure 5 which, as a function 
of the axial ratio a/b, gives the reduced pressure p*, from 
which the critical pressure is derived by 

w 2 E e 2 b 2 » 
Pcri» " Î ^ ~ ~ p 

c r i 1 - v* a* 
(e • thickness, 2a' major axis, 2b minor axis, E Young's modu
lus, v Poisson coefficient). 

However, all potential buckling phenomena occur after 
the appearance of plastic deformations. Hence it is necessary 
to determine the critical loads in the plastic strain region. 
Modules of this type are Included in the system. 



They are based on the "Hotan" buckling model. These mo
dules were validated by processing cases of which the experi
mental results were known, such as [l6J calculated in C 1 73* 
This involved torispherical bottoms subjected to internal pres
sure ; it is interesting to compare the results. 

Bottom N* 
_ _ BuçkJjLnsLDrgsgure^iatmJ^ 

Experiment CEASEOT system 

4A 
4B 
4C 

2.41 
3.78 
7.58 

2.20 
3.39 
6.20 

5fiIÎÎÎ9îiSÎE£_ëSbSYi2I_2î_§!iB£El2liSDiï_̂ Hiiâi!!35 ~ Figure 6. 
The overall buildings were schematically treated and 

computed by means of the Aquamode program. This dynamic analy
sis was carried out in the elastic region. A comparison was 
made between various methods, 

- modal analysis for response with respect to time, 
- modal analysis with the use of oscillator spectra 
and quadrastic combination of different modes, 

* direct integration by using accelerograms of several 
earthquakes. 
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FIGURE 3 - RATCHETING IN A SODIUM VESSEL 
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